We propose a new method for compensating distortions in the speech signal caused by environment changes. The basic method concentrates on additive noise, but can be extended to address also channel and to some extend speaker changes. By combining compensation with adaptation techniques it leads to high error rate reductions for mobile speech applications. Thereby, it is more efficient than adapting the acoustic model of the recognizer and more powerful than simple noise reduction techniques.
INTRODUCTION
In [7] we presented a speech based system that allows spontaneous queries to a navigation and information data-base. The first prototype did a good job for relatively noise free environments but was not very robust. However, this kind of application would be extremely useful especially for mobile environments like in a car or a portable device. Due to the changing environment the recognizer has to deal with distortions such as additive noise at different levels and channel changes. Also sudden speaker changes make recognition harder, but we would like to allow fast and multi-speaker access to the information provided by such a system. Therefore, increasing the acoustic robustness of speech recognition is an important issue that we like to address in this paper. Several methods have been proposed in the past, and we want to follow a quite common categorization into three major approaches: robust features, compensation and model adaptation. The gain by using more sophisticated feature extraction is somehow limited, so we stayed with Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) based on widely used cepstral features. Utterance based adaptation using MLLR [8] , MAP [6] or PMC [5] is computationally costly since the acoustic model of the recognizer must be modified (80,000 Gaussians in our case) and for MLLR and MAP, also a first classification run is required. Compensation methods are more efficient but often address only one kind of distortion (using an environment assumption like stationary, additive noise, constant channel or linear frequency warp due to different vocal tract lengths). After investigating some promising compensation methods, we developed a new approach that is also efficient and performed significantly better.
MOTIVATION AND TECHNIQUES

Review Of 2DCMS
Before we propose the new method that we called MAM (model-combination-based acoustic mapping) we review ZDCMS (2-level delta cepstral mean subtraction) [ 1 I] which is quite simple but nevertheless effective in removing channel and noise distortions. Similar to the new method, it uses an acoustic model as well as an environment model. The latter one is mathematically described in the spectral domain (superscript s) as zis = h i s . x i s + n i s (2.1) The undisturbed spectral coefficient xis is distorted by the channel his and additive noise nis . Only the distorted result Zis is available to the front-end of a recognizer. Considering only two classes, namely dominating speech ( h i s * x i s >> nis ) and speech pauses ( h i s . x i s = 0 ) we find for the log-spectral domain (superscript 1) Speech:
Assuming that xi has a zero mean (because any offset can be seen as a kind of channel caused by the speaker), we can calculate the channel and noise mean from the signal using a speech-pause decision. 2DCMS then tries to restore the channel and noise level to the values found in the training environment. We describe this simple acoustic model with the two mean vectors (prototypes) for channel h and noise n (2.2) (2.3)
The current situation, regardless of whether we consider an utterance for training or recognition, is described with
Using the correspondence between the prototypes of the two classes, an estimate f'[k] for clean speech at time frame k is derived using the delta means weighted by an (estimated) probability for the class.
Basic Concept of MAM
Using delta means in the log-spectral domain is most often identified with channel normalization. [ 101 uses Gaussian mixtures simultaneously trained on stereo data to perform an acoustic mapping between two different channels. In 2DCMS the means are also used to compensate additive noise using very coarse environment assumptions and thus a very simple model. The new method MAM concentrates on compensating the additive noise but -as we will see later -can also cope with a channel mismatch. It uses a more precise model than 2DCMS.
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In a first step, the distortion caused by additive noise is simulated using model combination. Then, in the second step, an acoustic mapping is performed that compensates the distortion in the signal (feature vectors).
Model Combination
In order to obtain more complex acoustic models of generic speech with corresponding prototypes, we make use of the well known technique of model combination. This technique was developed to adapt the acoustic models of the speech recognizer. However, applying it to complex features used by most recognizers makes it very difficult and expensive or restricts the kind of preprocessing that can be used to compute the input features. At this point, we aim only at simulating the effect caused by additive noise by means of a secondary, generic acoustic model. We call it secondary model since it is independent of the recognizer's model that often distinguishes between thousands of phonetic classes.
Therefore, given a Gaussian mixture model representing clean speech we have to provide an additional model representing noise. Both models can be combined under the assumption that speech and noise are statistically independent. As we are free to choose the model space (domain) for the secondary model we decided to use log-spectral features (to be more precise: Melfrequency spectral coefficients MFSC). As with cepstral features we can then apply utterance or speaker based mean subtraction in order to remove channel dependencies and thus keep the number of model parameters low.
Since the actual combination is done in the spectral domain (due to the additive relation between speech and noise in this domain), the clean speech model and the noise model have to be transferred into this domain. After the combination, the resulting model for noisy speech has to be transferred back into the logspectral domain to obtain a model that corresponds with the original model for clean speech. This can be done using the lognormal approximation given for example in [ 4 ] . The prototypes of the models (the mean vectors of the Gaussians) will correspond as we use a single Gaussian density to represent the noise characteristic (mean and variance of the noise).
Below, we give the equations needed to derive the model for noisy speech given the secondary model for clean speech and a noise model an1 . The superscript "1" indicates that we are in the log-spectral domain, whereas "s" stands for the spectral domain. p is the mean vector of a Gaussian, C the covariance matrix. and oil are their components.
From log-spectral to spectral domain:
Combination in the spectral domain: 
, d n S -+P
Acoustic Mapping
The assumption underlying Cepstral Mean Subtraction (CMS) is that the channel is constant over time. Therefore it is sufficient to find a constant correction vector and to subtract it from the distorted input samples in the log-spectral domain. As with the 2DCMS, if we consider additive noise in this domain, even if it is stationary, the correction vector will change over time k and depends on the clean speech sample ~[ k ] . For the distorted sample we can write:
As an extension of the 2DCMS we can think of two corresponding models for clean and noisy speech, each consisting of M prototypes. For the prototypes we assume the same relationship as for the speech samples:
i;im =pm +Ab,) ( 
2.12)
We can now make the following approximation to obtain a MMSE estimate (minimum mean square error) for the correction vector: 
APPLYING MODEL-COMBINATION-BASED ACOUSTIC MAPPING
Before we could use the proposed method we had to train a generic speech model using clean training data. We used 30 mean subtracted MFSC as feature vectors to train this secondary model. We experimented with different numbers of Gaussians M . Seeing a clear performance gain when increasing this number from 10 to 100, there was only a very small difference between 100 and 1000 Gaussians. The results presented in this paper where obtained with 100 Gaussians. As this secondary model has much fewer parameters compared to the recognizer model we reduced the amount of training data to one tenth of the available clean speech data.
For the decoding of an utterance we only used the data from this individual utterance. A speech pause detector identified the noise frames. The detected feature vectors in the secondary model domain were collected and used to generate a single Gaussian noise model. This noise model was combined with the secondary model for clean speech to derive a corresponding model for noisy speech.
Based on the two corresponding models we could then use Acoustic Mapping AM(..) to estimate a clean feature vector in Since the secondary model had used mean subtracted (channel compensated) features, we also made sure that the noise frames used to build the noise model are also channel compensated. This has to be a similar channel estimate like during the training of the secondary clean speech model. In order to decrease the dependency on the current noise level we used a scheme similar to speech based mean subtraction, that is, we took only frames with high energy to estimate the mean. Using a channel compensated noise and speech model is an advantage since no weighting factor is required for the combination. The combined model for noisy speech will be channel normalized as well and should therefore be used to compensate a channel normalized input feature.
After noise and channel compensation is done using MAM, the estimated clean feature vector can be further processed. Here we used our standard scheme: transformation into the cepstral domain, liftering, adding first and second order derivatives and LDA transformation.
EXPERIMENTS
Recognition Task
To evaluate the proposed algorithm MAM, we used a test set described in [12] . Each of the 12 subsets consists of 300 utterances from 10 speakers and covers the same navigation queries uttered in the car but was recorded under a different environmental condition. In this paper, we report results on the quiet category (engine and fan off) and six categories covering different speed values (between 0 and 125 km/h).
We used a class based language model for spontaneous speech. The size of the vocabulary was about 3000 words including 1800 street names for the city of Karlsruhe. Similar classes exists for neighborhoods, numbers, points of interest, and so forth.
Baseline Results
Our goal was to increase robustness by compensation or adaptation methods that will allow us to use training data that was collected in a quiet office or lab environment since this kind of data has been collected in larger amount in the past. Of course, it is also very common to collect data for new environments of interest (for example noisy car) because this practice will most often improve performance for this conditions. However, this procedure is very expensive, covers only the new, very specific environment and task, and will most often degrade the performance for other environments (office data, to pursue the example above). As another reference for the investigated methods, we not only trained a system on clean training data but also performed a continuous speech data collection in the car (see [12] for details). gives the best word accuracy for the clean condition (-) but degrades very drastically for the other, mismatched conditions. The system trained with about 10 hours real car speech (Train Car) performs much better overall but shows losses for the clean condition. The third system (Train Sim) is also specialized for the car environment as recorded car noise data was added to the clean lab data. It shows significant improvements for most distorted categories compared to 'Train Lab' but can not reach the accuracy of 'Train Car' here. 
Results Using Compensation Methods
Noise reduction methods such as Spectral Subtraction [l] or after Ephraim and Malah [3] gave us large improvements for a single word task but not when using them for spontaneous speech input. Therefore we tried different approaches like unsupervised adaptation and the methods discussed above. The test setup requires that they all work on an utterance base. As depicted in Figure 4 .2, adaptation with MLLR showed some improvements but is also costly in terms of computation. 2DCMS, although very simple and computationally cheap, did somewhat better but was outperformed by the new method MAM. MLLR and MAM were both put on top of the 'Train Lab' system mentioned above. 2DCMS required a new training on the same clean data.
The performance of MAM could be further increased by using the noise mixed data as used for 'Train Sim'. Except for the last condition (125 krdh), it was able to reach better or similar results than the system trained on real car speech data. 
DISCUSSION
The proposed method MAM combines compensation with model adaptation. However, it is more efficient than adapting the model of the recognizer and very effective in compensating for the noise mismatch between signal and acoustic model. The knowledge about the structure of clean speech given by the secondary model, together with the environment model of channel and additive noise, made it superior over other methods we investigated. It not only considers an estimated noise level but also the noise variance.
MAM is able to reconstruct spectral coefficients that might be heavily distorted by noise using other spectral parts that help to identify the "right" prototypes. Therefore it is also interesting to compare it with methods used in missing feature theory [2] [9].
They are based on an explicit identification of missing data, whereas MAM does this in an implicit way. Components of the prototypes that are missing (because they are below a noise dependent level) will be similar in the secondary model for noisy speech (after the combination with the noise model). Thus, these components do not discriminate between different prototypes, but the undistorted components do.
SUMMARY
Applying MAM for the recognition of spontaneous navigation queries in the car on top of a recognizer trained on clean speech data (never seen any noisy data) resulted in a 53 % relative error reduction for 100 kmh. When this method was also used during the training with clean speech data mixed with noise recordings the relative error reduction increased to 67 %. This compares with a system especially trained on real car speech data for this condition but is also appropriate for other conditions like quiet office or with different noise types.
